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Start Planning for Your Trip to Seattle
Last issue gave you an idea of the many activities that were in the
planning stage for the May 27-31, 2012 TAC Tanker Reunion in Seattle,
Washington. All contacts have been finalized at this point and several deposits have been mailed by our Treasurer, Gary Myers to secure our spot. Luckily, not all our “sites” need up front money and our treasury is sound, so that
helps.
The December newsletter will, as usual, contain your Registration
Form with events. prices, dates and times. We will still be using the a’ la’
carte method where you pick and choose activities you want. If you have
never been to Seattle, I have tried to bring out the highlights of the area. If
you have been and want to do some things on your own—Be my guest!
Obviously, we can’t do EVERYTHING there is to do (i.e. Wine Country, Mt.
Rainier, Whale Watching, San Juan Islands, Ferry to Victoria, etc.) We will
have Visitor Guides in your Check-In packets so that will give you more ideas.
A big concern of mine is transportation and parking. For those of
you who plan to fly to SeaTac, there are a few choices on getting to the hotel.
1-You can rent a car and drive to town (15 miles & park at hotel for $15 day.)
2-You can catch the Downtown Airporter (www.graylineseattle.com) which
runs every 20 minutes @ $15 one way (5:30 am-9:30 pm daily).
3-You can ride the Lite Rail (new mono rail) to downtown) More info later.
If you are driving to Seattle and have to park your car, but want to
avoid the hotel fee, you might check this website, which I found have oodles
of airport parking for $6-10 a day-. (www.aboutairportparking.com/seatacseattle), then catch the Airporter to town. The hotel is in the FREE BUS
ZONE of downtown and thus you can go all over with the local transportation.
As mentioned in June, we will be at the Renaissance Hotel and our
rates will be $109. If you have any special questions, our contact is Alix Mendoca at 206-583-0300 X 2953. He has been most helpful as has our Seattle
legman, Mitch Matsudaira. The latter has visited Alix and scoped the hotel,
its restaurants, and mailed us plenty of flyers on all the “things to do” while at
the reunion. He has also assisted me with places to eat. Thanks. Mitch!!
To update you on the final plans:
Sunday: Bus to International District or Waterfront for dinner on your own.
Monday-Gray Line City Tour, Argosy Cruise to Tillicum Indian Village Lunch
and show. Dinner at a Pike Place Restaurant (several options there)
Tuesday- Morning Ride the Ducks Tour –hysterically fun trip, Lunch up in the
Space Needle Restaurant; Dinner at Ivar’s Salmon House/Lake Union.
Wednesday-Tour Boeing Museum of Flight with Lunch at Salty’s at Alki Beach
and drop-offs at Pioneer Square, etc for on your own exploring.
Check out some the photos on the last page. More to come in next issue.
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Been looking forward to real estate queries this summer since Ohio is the only place that is not harassed by Mother
The person’s name that runs this outfit is no surprise
Nature. The west is dry and very hot, the east is shaking and
to most of you and in case you wonder why things happen the
swimming and I think you folks on the east coast should be
way they do at the Headquarters, without too much effort you
having lots of chances to wind surf. Seriously, we are praying
can figure it out. “She” had a need to see that the RV was exfor all of you and glad that I have not heard of any major
ercised so she did a very nice job of scheduling a trip to Petosweather problems from our membership other than DRY greens
key MI to visit with our Chaplain George Burrows and his wife
on the golf courses.
Marilyn in June. The camping facility in Petoskey was lovely
“She” and I will be taking the train to Seattle and shipand the Burrow’s hospitality was great. We went to church with
ping “her” stuff so you will not be without decorations and door
them and then out to lunch with Marilyn’ s sister. All in all we
prizes. We have plans to stop and spend short time with Dave
had a great time. Two days after our return home we got a call
Bishop (431st) in Ephrata WA on the banks of the Columbia
from Marilyn telling me that George had a stroke! I guess I afRiver and many other things to do en route. Like Dan Weber
fect some folks that way!! Talked to George two weeks ago
used to say, you LEFT COASTERS chase the chickens out of
and he is still in rehab, but has NO after-affects, so Praise the
the Studebaker, change the olil and get ready for Seattle: this
Lord for that.
reunion is for YOU.
“She” wanted to cruise so we drove to Portland ME for
Sorry to hear about the passing of Maj. Willy Varner
a seven day trip along the Maine coast. On the return we de(see Obits). He was my A/C for a while at Yokota and his wife
cided to stop in Loganton PA to visit Peggy Roberts, widow of
Jane was a true Southern Lady. He did have a good life for 94
Kenny (431st). When I called to tell her we would be stopping
years, earned the DFC and gave away the bride at Jim
and asked if everything was OK, the answer was: “other than
Caddell’s wedding. Jim was a fledgling Nav with me and Willie.
my house just burned down, I am well.” We did stop and had
Clear skies on the Flight West, Willie!!
lunch with Peg and she looks great; going through the drills with
One of our maintenance officers, Les Clark, lost his
insurance and all , but things are OK in Loganton. Small fight
wife Marge (see Obits) to a stroke and Parkinsson’s after a
between the fire marshal and the adjuster “cause they can’t find
married life of 64 years. Les was one of the founding fathers of
the cause of the fire and where to place the blame. (It ain’t
TTAL at Robins in 1998.
See you all in Seattle!!!
Peg; she was 100 miles away with her mother.

President’s Corner by Nate Hill

Vice President’s Corner by Lou Chapman

of the B-66 was over the wing of the KB-50. Retarding the jet’s throttles allowed it to decelerate and “fall back” behind the KB-50’s wing
Since this issue of Tanker Tales falls between the news of (sort of sliding off it).
All three of us on the B-66 (pilot, instructor pilot, and myour last reunion and plans for our next one, I thought you might be
interested in these emails from people who had experience with our self) held our collective breaths as we thought for sure we would
Refueling Squadrons and crews. They were sent to me while plans tear the wing off the KB-50. As luck would have it, the cushion of air
flowing over the wing of the KB-50 and around the fuselage of the Bwere in the works to invite receiver pilots as guests to Savannah.
We owe a special thanks to Harold Elliott for video-taping 66 kept the two planes from coming into direct contact. Metal never
the presentation the guests gave in Savannah. He made DVD cop- touched metal, but there couldn’t have been more than a few inches
of air between them. I’ve long wanted to communicate with the
ies for me to send to each of them and all of them were surprised
and happy for the gift. I also want to thank Pres. Nate for his work in brave airmen who flew that KB-50 and apologize to them for the risk
to their lives they must have felt on that day. Thanks for the opportusifting through a lot of information, paring down the list of people
nity. There was never anything more beautiful than a tanker, when
contacted and getting the 5 pilots to attend. I hope everyone enyour jet was sucking fumes.”
joyed meeting and talking with them as much as I did. On to the
—James R. Seifried, DDS (Major, USAF Ret.)
emails:
“I was a Navigator on a RB-66 out of Toule-Rosiers AB,
France on a refueling training flight from a KB-50J circa 1963-64.
The pilot of my airplane was new to jets and hadn’t yet gotten fully
comfortable with the slightly delayed acceleration of the jet engines.
In addition, the airspeed compatibilities of the B-66 and Kb-50 were
barely acceptable for formation flying. When the KB-50 was flying at
maximum speed in a slight angle of descent, the B-66 had to be
going as slow as possible to stay behind it. The B-66 was near its
stall speed in this situation and very hard to handle.
The procedure, as I understood it, was for the B-66 to stabilize about 20 yards or so behind the basket drogue on the KB-50
and when satisfied with his position, the jet pilot would advance the
throttles and “hit” the basket with a little force to make the connection. Then, he had to quickly match the speed of the KB-50 to stay
connected. My guy was assigned to hit the drogue on the right wing.
Upon advancing the throttles from the preliminary position, he quickly
hit the basket, but was unable to control the overtake speed sufficiently. The B-66 continued to overtake the KB-50 until the fuselage

“I was curious to read about your request in the Tac Recce
News. In 1958, I was the first pilot in the 30th TRS out of Spangdahlem AB, Germany to learn to refuel off the KB-50. After my initial
mission trying to refuel in the Kaiserslautern area that spring, I was
tasked as the first pilot from our squadron to ferry an RB-66B back to
Tulsa, OK for IRAN work. We waited unitl our replacement was
ready and ferried that back to Europe. Again later, in 1958, I repeated the same process.
In 1960, I was in a flight from Shaw AFB, SC to Torrejon
AFB, Spain and return. Out of Shaw AFB, we flew repeated refueling training missions out over the Atlantic. I also had another refueling round trip to France and an aircraft from Tulsa to Alconbury, England. I had so many refueling missions over the Atlantic as both a
pilot and instructor pilot that I can’t remember the count. I also flew
the low level exhibition flight for the Firepower demonstration at Eglin
AFB for President Kennedy. Refueling off the wing pods on the KB50 was a real challenge. On the left wing, the engine wash would
tend to roll you away from the tanker while on (Cont. page 3) (
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(Cont. from page 2) the right wing it was scarier as it tended to roll
you into the tanker aircraft. Our recommended refueling position was
on the tail and pushing the drogue in until about 20’ of hose was exposed. I found it much easier to push the drogue into the turnbuckle
and add a few knots airspeed to the tanker during refueling. As we
took on fuel it was quite common to call for a “toboggan” as we couldn’t maintain the slow refueling speed and stay connected with a
heavy load. It was a definite experience and a challenge. A lot of
fun, but I knew many who could not fly formation and refuel, and several who bent the probes up or went home with a drogue and length
of hose dangling in front.”
—Gerald “Gerry” Reponen, Lt Col.(Ret.)
Second Letter from Gerry:
“On 8 April 1959, when I started out to ferry the RB-66 back
to IRAN on a High Flight assignment with the 4440th Aircraft Delivery
Group I had 250 hours in the RB-66. I was chosen as I was one of
the most experienced pilots with almost 2500 hours of flight time. In
August 1959 I ferried another aircraft to Tulsa and returned with another plane. When you look at the measurements of the RB-66 you
see it was a relatively large aircraft. If on the right wing pod for refueling, the wingspan almost touches the tail of the KB-50.
With the engine prop wash it wanted to roll the RB-66 into
the KB-50. This was extremely dangerous to aircraft and we refused
to refuel off the right wing. It was also quite a cumbersome aircraft to
handle with underpowered engines. If we didn’t realize we were starting to fall back and add immediate 100% power to both engines, we
would fall off the hose. The refueling speeds were so slow compared
to our normal cruise of 300K. With a full load we were almost at the
stage of stall. This is why several had torn the hose from the tanker.
Refueling was difficult and trying to teach new pilots the techniques of
making a connection and staying on was challenging.
I hope this note will give you a better insight of the problems
we had. There are many other small problems we had that I could go
into. And one of these mentioned were that we had to raise our seat
until our heads hit the canopy, and then we could look cross the cockpit and see about 6” of the probe mounted on the right side of the
aircraft. But then it was difficult to see our instrument panel. Also, our
refueling switch was located next to the floor back behind us. You
had to turn your head 90 degrees to the right and look down to find it
while trying to fly formation with the tanker.
Little did the tanker crews know that most of us knew nothing of refueling, had very little experience at first and were a hazard to
the tanker crew. We never had the opportunity to meet any of the KB50 crew as they just kept us going to our destinations. Without the
tremendous support of the tanker crew, we never would have been
able to accomplish our missions. This is just a way to finally say
thank you for the efforts of the tanker crews.”
—Gerry Reponen, retired 1973.

“I flew RB-66Cs out of Yokota AB, Japan, in 1958-59 on
electronic recon missions along the coast of China. Many of our missions required refueling from KB-50Js also stationed at Yokota.
Some of my experiences, unusual or not, were:
1.

During air refueling checkout, I was a little rough on contact and
rammed my probe through the slats of the basket, yanked the
canvas off and landed with it wrapped around the probe.

2.

Later, I became proficient at refueling from the tail drogue and
wanted to try a wing drogue. I was scheduled for a repositioning
flight from Clark AB to Kadena AB at the same time the KB-50s
we were working with at Clark needed a test hop, so we coordinated a brief refueling en route at FL 18 using a wing drogue.
The wing position was not a problem, but my heavy weight just
after takeoff was. At normal refueling speed, I could just get my
probe in the basket and at that reduced airspeed started to mush
and could not maintain contact. When the KB-50 pilot started a
500 fpm descent and increased airspeed we had no more problems. I have an 8mm movie of that experience.

3.

Once, we were scheduled on a flight from Yokota, to overfly Okinawa, refuel as we flew west to just north of Taiwan, then between Taiwan and China to abeam Hong Kong and direct to
Clark. Since our missions were radio silent from ramp to ramp,
we briefed with the tanker for a left wing drogue refueling and the
refueling went well, but about the time we made the turn near
Hong Kong, I got a severe headache from the tanker jet engine
exhaust pumped through my right engine into our pressurization
system. I broke radio silence before landing at Clark to report
my condition.
Of course things never normal when you need it most, so
on my visual approach the flaps didn’t go down and I didn’t notice it until the plane started to mush during the final turn. As I
executed the missed approach I eased off on the bank on the goaround and got pretty close to the tower; circled back to downwind, depressurized, sent the Navigator to the belly and overrode the flap control and completed a normal landing.
Naturally, after declaring an emergency and buzzing the
tower, we had quite a greeting party of fire trucks, an ambulance,
etc. None knew enough about our mission to know what to expect as we seven crew members dressed in exposure suits deplaned onto a 100 degree ramp reported the incident on our
post-mission report and before we departed the next day there
was an emergency tech order change to require use of 100 percent oxygen during air-refueling.
I later flew many of the same aircraft designated EB-66Cs
during my tour at Takli, Thailand in 66-67.”
—Kibby Taylor, President B-66 Assn.

“From 1960 through 1963, I was in the 19th TRS out of RAF Bruntingthorpe and Toule-Rosiers AB in France, including ‘fair weather’ bases
in Spain and Morocco. Refueled many times with your birds. Nothing
real unusual to tell except that it was a little rough sometimes with the
prop wash when we encountered it. As we got heavier with fuel, we
would ask for a slow descent. The only time it created the ‘pucker
factor’ was when as an IP, I sat on a little stool beside the pilot, without a parachute, and checked out someone refueling, especially in
turbulence. Thanks to your stalwart crews who gave us much needed
fuel, especially on High Flights. Cheers!”
—Col. L. John Fortenberry (Ret.)
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Membership Report by Lou Chapman
New Life Members
Joe W. Hart, Jr., Longview TX-431
Ernest G. Mena, Sonora CA-421
Robert E. Pitts, Williamsburg VA-427
New Members*
William D. Cler, Mitchell NE-622
Gary L. Craig, Kirkland WA-421
Noel Herft, Yorba Linda CA-431, 31st CAMS
James M. McNeil, Lakeside CA-421
William A. Wilks, Clarkston WA-431, 427

Letters Received from New Members
William D. Cler (June 2011)
Upon de-activation transferred to
401st FMS, also assigned England AFB. Went from
43251 AFC to 43250 AFC. After USAF service went
to college for 2+ years then to Railroad Service with
the Burlington Northern in engine service as a Locomotive Engineer. Retired.
Gary L. Craig (June 2011)
Retired AF Reserves 446 MAW, McChord
AFB. Worked at IBM and Venture Capital. Widowed.
(Ed. Note-Gary and his wife Lynn were our sponsors
when my first husband and I arrived at Yokota in Nov.
1963).

The Board Chairman’s Corner
By Bill Wolford
Well, we have survived Irene, by the grace of God, although many parts of Vermont didn’t fare as well. I just want
to thank the many of our Tanker family who contacted us to be
sure we were all right. Two or three historic covered bridges
went down and a few of the towns, and not just small ones,
were badly flooded. We were very fortunate even though there
are protected wetlands around us.
I hope you all have had as wonderful a summer as we
have had. We flew to a conference in St. Louis in July and
then drove from there to Iowa where we had a mini-family reunion with our son and his family indulging five of our six
great-grandchildren. From there we returned to St. Louis and
flew back to Vermont.
It was very hot in the Midwest. Temperatures were in
the upper 90s and over 100 every day. Now maybe some of
you might be used to that, but all we Yankees from Vermont
could think of was, “It’s just too hot.” I hope many of you will
contact friends that haven’t been to a reunion for a while to
invite them to get together with us in Seattle next May. It’s
not too early to start making these plans. Natalie has a great
program already planned out for us.
We hope you have a wonderful Fall and a bountiful
Thanksgiving. Blessings on all of you and your households.

James M. McNeil (June 2011)
Stationed at Yokota from late 1955 to late 1957
and known as Mac by everyone. Anyone there in ‘’57
may remember that my aircraft crashed in May. I was an
ass’t crew chief and of the 8 on board only 3 of us survived. I bailed out & picked up by a Japanese fish boat.
I had my own retail stores for 40 years. One was
a liquor store for 10 years (a divorce caused me to lose
that.) Also for 30 years I had a tobacco and gift store.
When California passed its cigarette tax (I sold very few
cigarettes) the tax in the fine print included cigars and
pipe tobacco. The tax was almost 50% and as a result, I
lost many customers. In the end I was forced into bankruptcy. I married my wonderful, loving wife (from the
Philippines) in 1979. We have 2 sons in their 20s. I am
now 75, work at Wal-Mart and live paycheck to paycheck.
If health and finances allow, I’d love to be at the reunion.
William A. Wilks, (July 2011)
Enlisted in the USAF Nov. ‘58 and completed
Aircraft Mechanic Course (ARB43131 B) at Sheppard
AFB TX. Assigned to 431st at Biggs June 1959. Then to
427th that October. Stayed at Langley for 3 years. Duty
title was changed from Air Craft Mechanic to Assistant
Crew Chief Aug. 1960 to KB-50 #470.
Went on 6 air refueling missions for 21 days TDY to Bermuda and 9 missions to the Azores. Promoted to Airman
First Class Feb ‘62 and discharge that October. Had a
great 4 years. Plan to be at the 2012 Reunion!!

Married Rachel Blocker in ‘63 and had 2 sons,
Cody and Casey. Divorced in ‘83. Remarried in ‘85 to
Susan McDowell. Worked for a paper company for 38
years and was a lead technician for years. Retired in
2000 and Sue and I are enjoying it.
Noel Herft (July 2011)
Have worked for the Los Angeles Dept. of Water
and Power for 31 years. Retired as a senior supervisor.
We travel a lot in a motor home, plus towing a boat.
Been a touring motorcycle rider for many years & love
attending air shows.
Robert E. Pitts (July 2011)
Began my Air Force career, after basic and tech
school, at Langley AFB VA arriving in December ‘60 and
remained at LAFB until a PCS move to Mactan Island PI
in ‘65. I was a refueling operator on the KB-50K with the
427th. I retrained into Loadmaster on C-130 when the
463rd Tactical Airlift Wing moved into LAFB from TN. I
recall a few of the 21 day rotations to the Azores and
longer trip Bermuda while the LAFB runway was redone.
Ernest G. Mena (June 2011)
I was in the 421st from 1955-57 as a Crew Chief
on #327. After Japan, I was stationed at McClellan AFB
in Sacramento. Separated from the AF in late ‘58. I live
in The Sonora foot hills and have been married for 52
years to the same woman. We met in Sacramento, but
moved back to Sonora where I lived before the AF. For
40 years I worked at the Plywood and Sawmill and retired
in 2000. For seven years, I have worked security at a
casino in Tuolumne, 6 mi. away.
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The political landscape was as dangerous, if not more
so, than flying antiques or in mortal combat. A false
step could result in demotion and banishment to a reA FEW Great Captains: The men and events that mote base. The situation is similar today, with the battle the Air Force is engaged in to recapitalize and modshaped the development of U.S. Air Power
ernize our fleet of aircraft. Back then, fortune smiled
By DeWitt S. Copp—Air Force Historical
Foundation—Published by Doubleday & Company 1980 on the United States, and after a very late start, preparations for war began in earnest. Hitler’s incompeAvailable on line at Amazon.com
tence, the buffer of two oceans and the speed bump of
Ever wonder who the men were that the bases, streets, Britain were equally important factors. Will the future
and facilities we lived on and worked in were named
be so kind?
after? A Few Great Captains explains in detail who
Bonus Book: Chocolate ,Chocolate: The True Story of
these giants were. The book traces the personal and
Two Sisters, Tons of Treats and the Little Shop That
career histories of: Mason Patrick (West Point 1886
rated 1921); Frank Andrews (WPMA 1906 rated 1918 at Could. By Francis Park and Ginger Park. Published by
age 34); Oscar Westover (WPMA 1906 rated 1923); Hap Thomas Dunne Books, St. Martin’s Press, New York
2011. Available at Amazon. com.
Arnold (WPMA 1907 rated 1911); Carl Spaatz (WPMA
1914 rated 1916); and Ira C. Eaker (ROTC rated 1918).
Were this a movie it would have to be called a “chickFlick.” It definitely is not.
These early pioneers tested rickety aircraft that were
unfit to leave the good earth. Engines that were not
A fun inspirational story of how two young women of
reliable, instruments and equipment that quit when
Korean extraction survived in a man’s world and creneeded the most. Not a whole lot different than the KBated, opened and operated an ultra fine chocolate bou29s and KB-50s we tooled around in the 50s and 60s.
tique in Washington DC. Their devotion to chocolate
Just slower. Thus many survived numerous crashes.
and to each other carried them through the ups and
downs of finance, landlords, building contractors, venBy the mid 20s, crashes were mostly fatal, claiming
dors, customers and romany of our early leaders. Many were remembered by
mance. Always in the wing.,
naming a base in their honor. Some lived and fought
a super Mom.
the battle during the period mid twenties to late thirties to gain recognition of aircraft and the Air Force as
Their story is so well writa unique combat arm that needed knowledgeable leadten and so delicious, the
ers, capable of exploiting the full capability of Air
description of the chocolate
Power.
treats they sold is worth the
price of admission. Be sure
Billy Mitchell took on the establishment and was court
to have some chocolate on
marshaled. Others waited for circumstances to imhand when reading this
prove, but still had to suffer the wrath of both the
book.
president and the military high command when
“pushing” to gain recognition for Air Power.

Book Review

By Jim “Pappy” Boyington

Bits and Obits
A newspaper Obit clipping from Jim Caddell in July shared the news of the
passing of Life member Willie C. Varner, Major Ret., who was 94 and past member
of the 421st. Willie grew up in Alabama and enlisted in the Army Air corps during
WWII. He flew the B-17 in the European Theater with 50 missions achieving the DFC.
He retired from the Air Force in 1963 and was active many years in the Spring Hill
Baptist Church of Mobile AL.
Received a call from Clarence Veino concerning the passing of Roger L. Estelle, 77, of Jenison,
Michigan. According to his wife Carolynn, he succumbed to complications from COPD on Friday,
5 August. Roger had just joined the TAC Tankers in May of this year and was a Crew Chief with
the 421st from 1957-1958. His wife said that he wore his new TAC Tanker cap everywhere and
was extremely proud to be seen with it.
Email from Life member Lester Clark, (427, 429,4505) that his wife Marge passed away
on 15 August after a long fight with the effects of a stroke and Parkinson’s Disease. They had just
celebrated their 64th wedding anniversary on July 5. All the children, grandkids and great grandkids were home. Les hopes to get to Seattle. He and Marge were both at the beginning meeting in
Warner Robins and wants to get in one more reunion.
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Historian’s Corner

By John Bessette

By

Mo-Zee” (Mobile Zebra) - The Midway
Episode
By MSgt Joe Brosnan, USAF (Ret)427th AREFS
Note: At the Savannah reunion in May 2011 Joe Brosnan
approached me with a manuscript he had written, a vivid
narrative of his and his crew’s experiences at the end of
Exercise Mobile Zebra, a massive deployment of TAC assets to the Pacific theater in early November 1957, their
employment in various exercise scenarios, and their redeployment back home in December. At the time Joe was the
flight engineer on Capt Rudy Kostka’s 427th AREFS crew,
then stationed at Robins AFB, Georgia. What follows is
an entertaining story about how that crew almost didn’t
get home for Christmas. The way Joe tells this “Tanker
Tale” will ring true to all of us who dared the skies in the
KB-50 “back in the day.” I have lightly edited this, and
tried not to ruin it by doing so. Good reading!
John Bessette

and decided to pass. The realization was settling upon
them that, unless things changed for the better real
soon, they were not going to make it home for
Christmas.
Meanwhile the aircraft commander, Captain Rudolph
Kostka, the co-pilot, Lieutenant Gerry Stallings, and
the navigator, Lieutenant Don Willis, were not much
better off in the Officers Open Mess. It had a roof and
the bar was not standing on saw horses, but "Elite"
would still be inappropriate. The problem facing them:
they were sitting on an island in mid-Pacific with a
broken airplane, five days before Christmas.
All but two of the crew had family back at their home
base in Macon, Georgia. The single men had arranged
for leave to get home for the holidays. Tonight, there
was little to be joyful about. The outlook was glum.

It all began in early November. The USAF Tactical Air
Command (TAC) had finally developed an air refueling
system for their fighter force after many years of effort.
During World War Two and up until the mid-50s,
fighter aircraft were transported on ships around the
world. Bombers could fly across oceans and be in place
“Hey! Looks like we've got aliens for company tonight!”
in days, sometimes even hours. The fighter plane howEveryone laughed.
ever, which all fighter pilots rightfully considered the
It was the voice of the barkeep in the outdoor Enlisted
first line of offense against an enemy, was ignominiClub on Midway Island. Strangers were an unusual event ously disassembled, fastened to the decks of freighters,
at this isolated Navy outpost. The object of his statement and laboriously reassembled at an airport close to the
was a small group of Air Force crewmen in flight clothes
ships’ destination, flight- tested and only then became
entering the enclosure.
ready to proceed to its operational station and combat
the foe. The process normally could take weeks. Now
“What can I get for you fellows tonight, Sarge?”
at long last, TAC had the solution!
“How about four tall cool frosties and do I smell hotdogs
The B-50 bomber had been converted into a refueling
cookin'?” The answer came from the older one, who haptanker with the “triple-nipple” system capable of refupened to be the ranking man. They were all sergeants,
eling three planes simultaneously. It held enough fuel
but Joe the Flight Engineer had been recalled as a Tech
Sergeant seven years earlier and spent the intervening
in its newly-developed enormous bomb bay tanks to
years in an outfit where making Master meant being
service as many as nine fighters, and TAC was ready
grounded. No such restriction applied in his present
to tell the world. Its planned exercise would prove to
assignment but LTIG (Long Time in Grade) might carry itself, to Congress, to the American people, and to the
an onus; at any rate, he was the ranking NCO.“Four
rest of the world, friend and enemy alike, that TAC
comin' up” was the answer, “How many dogs would
was now a Global Strike Force ready to do battle with
you like?”
the enemies of democracy at a moment’s notice.
“A couple for me an' I guess my guys want some; how
This was the objective of Operation Mobile Zebra. No
about it, Mac (John MacKay), Tom (Tom Cossi)?”
more would they arrive piecemeal with the battle
A general chorus of, "Yeah, we're hungry", rolled out
raging. From this time on they would be first on the
as they ambled up to the bar.
scene with guns at the ready. The Minute Men of the
Twentieth Century.
They got their order filled, including some bags of
chips, half a dozen greasy linguici, their hot dogs and
To stage this show, they selected an arena almost as
the beer, and moved to one of the picnic benches which large as life itself, the Pacific Ocean. To demonstrate
filled the main section of the “Club.” The area also
the enormity of the metamorphosis they named it
served at times as the movie theater, auditorium and
"Mobile Zebra", Mobile, for the extreme speed and
multi-denominational church. They knew they were
flexibility of the new strike force, and Zebra to indicate
welcome to an after-hour meal at the mess hall, but
its freedom from traditional limitations. (Note: Also
figured it would consist of scrambled cold storage eggs named this way because Exercises (Cont. page 7)
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few tricks in the book, like long range cruising descent to
pick up a few extra knots of air speed. They got the job
done. [At this time the tanker fleet had not yet been fitted with the jet engines which would cure this problem.]
The tanker crews were highly trained veterans, many of
The fleet of refurbished bombers, the new KB-50 tankers, whom had been recruited from other commands, though
was deployed from California, Virginia, Georgia, and
it was entirely possible, in the heat of the moment, that
Florida. Century-series fighters flew from TAC Bases all engine and aircraft performance limits may have been
over the country. In a blink American fighter aircraft
exceeded for short periods of time in assuring the success
were in place, covering every possible trouble spot in Asia of the mission.
and the Pacific.
During the grand island-hopping return, a higher rankThe operation, as had been hoped, went flawlessly and
ing pilot of the tanker force, heading back home, experiwas an instant smash hit.
enced a series of backfires in one of his engines. Though
the problem was of short duration and did not recur, the
Tactical Air Command becomes Global Strike Force! This
pilot elected to exchange his aircraft for one of those still
was the message. The Congress noticed and perhaps now
engaged in fueling the last of the returning fighters. As a
felt justified in funding that bomber, the B-50, which
member of the evaluation board for the critique of Mobile
served in no war and was ridiculed by some as the
Zebra, he felt justified in his decision, feeling confident
bomber that nobody needed. The people noticed, governthat his contribution to the operational debriefing would
ments noticed, friends and enemies around the world nobe a vital part of the documentation of the exercise; his
ticed. The military planners who had put the system toabsence could cause the loss of important information to
gether pounded each other on the back and congratulaTAC and to the Air Force.
tions were in order all around.
The tanker aircraft selected for the swap was under the
All that remained was to retrieve the men and equipoperational command of Captain Rudolph Kostka of the
ment. Getting it all back home safely was just as impor427th Air Refueling Squadron out of Warner Robins AFB,
tant as the employment phase. The “Global Tactical
Georgia. The exchange was made and personal items
Strike Force” would be a total success, adding a great
were moved from one aircraft to the other.
new weapon to the Arsenal of Democracy.
Capt. Kostka’s flight engineer (Joe Brosnan) quizzed the
A successful operation requires a successful conclusion, so
other engineer on the problem they had encountered. He
the now jubilant warriors must make their way home to
could only get the information that the engine had backcap their masterpiece. Tankers were still strung out
fired for some unknown reason and the pilot didn’t want
across the ocean, but recovery appeared a simple task.
to take a chance on missing the TAC command debriefThe fighters would depart first, and then as they refueled
ing, and so the swap. Joe was unhappy with the answers
on their way, the tankers would follow. As the last
and spent some time trying to glean a bit more informafighter arrived home, the last of the tankers would be
tion out of the cryptic write-up in the aircraft log. He
following shortly behind. This was the plan and by and
decided nothing more could be learned than what he had
large, a good one. However, the best laid plans as often
gotten from the other engineer. An exhaustive ground
stated in Scotland, “aft gae aglee.”
run-up revealed no problems.

(Cont. from page 6) Mobile Able and Mobile Baker had
taken place in the Atlantic. Mobile Zebra was planned
to be only the first such exercise in the Pacific, and so
the name series would start from the end of the alphabet)

The trip home, though conducted under a bit less stress,
was as meticulously planned and carried out as the swift
and positive charge into the theater had been. The
tanker force was still deployed on strategic islands, in
wait for the return flight of the fighters, which departed
from their positions as scheduled. They headed home in
an orderly fashion in flights of threes and sixes on schedule, and the return was uneventful with the exception of
a single aircraft which experienced a cockpit canopy seal
failure and was unable to pressurize. It returned to its
point of takeoff, where maintenance personnel remained
on hand to take care of such problems.
The fighter force had proved itself far beyond being
merely capable and qualified to handle whatever exigencies might arise; the tankers however, were found to be
slightly short of top air speed when the fighter aircraft
became nearly full. The tankers were just a bit underpowered in those conditions, but they managed, using a

Next day the plane had a noon time rendezvous to refuel
the last three fighters leaving the theater.
During a rather long and very thorough pre-flight inspection of the different, perhaps questionable new bird, word
came that one of the fighters was forced to return to the
base for pressurization problems. There would be only
two for fuel today.
“Damn!” was the comment to that information. Now they
would have to return to Wake Island and wait for the last
plane to come through. ”Gettin’ awful close to Christmas”
was the thought running through everyone’s mind.
“Great job, let’s wrap it up; get an “MC” (Mission Complete). Take off was about 10:30 AM, leaving plenty of
time to reach refueling altitude and coordinates with a
comfortable cushion. Rendezvous was on schedule and
proceeded flawlessly. The two fighters refueled to about
three quarters capacity, holding that (Cont. page 8)
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(Cont. from page 7) amount for operational stability, and
the fighters could remain slow enough to stay behind the
tankers, till they arrived at drop off point. At that time
they would top off and be on their way to their next rendezvous with the tanker out of Hickam AFB. They would
do about the same thing with that tanker, and would finally contact a tanker out of McClellan AFB in California
if required. This would be a very long day for these
fighter pilots.

change. With a few minor exceptions the engine seemed
normal.

“I’ll run an analyzer check on number two and see if I can
spot anything,” was the engineer’s answer. About fifteen
minutes later his additional report was: “Looks pretty
good, Captain. Two-A and Seven-D seem to be a bit low
on compression, and Five-B left plug appears to be getting loaded., Aside from that everything looks fairly good.
I'll keep a pretty close eye on it though.”

Midway - A Nice Place to Visit

The captain turned partway around in his seat and was
watching the goings-on. When the engineer had pretty
well exhausted his bag of tricks, the captain asked what
It looked like. “Well, A2 is the only thing, seems to be
slightly low on compression and reacts a bit funny to ADI,
otherwise things look about normal. Guess we’ll just
have to wait and see. Sometimes there may be carbon
burning off the top of the piston, but the way we run
The New Bird
these engines that’s not too likely; it may be that the enThe fueling went as planned; Kostka’s crew milked the
gine was in detonation at some time and fractured the top
fighters along for about 500 miles and then topped them ring land of the piston. If a piece of the piston has broken
off. They disconnected, dropped down about 100 feet and out, each time a section of top ring juts out into the gap,
blasted forward. Leaving the tanker in the distance in
an inch or so, it breaks off and exits through the exhaust
just a few seconds, they pointed straight up and ascended valve. That would explain the backfires. We’ll see!”
to their cruising altitude and headed for their next hook
They didn't have long to wait. In about a half hour there
up. They had the Hickam tanker ahead and maybe one
was a long series of sharp backfires. It doesn't sound
from McClellan and their mission would be complete.
very loud from the cockpit, but the effect of the staccato
A radio call instructed the tanker pilot to proceed to
power bursts is absolutely unnerving; somewhat similar
Hickam. A cheer went up among the crew members but to what a squirrel must feel when snatched by an eagle
it was unheard because no one depressed his mike butand having its neck broken in the air.
ton. Their joy was short lived however because 10 minutes later number two engine backfired sharply 10 times. “Feather Two” was the command from the front. The
shutting-down process was already in progress. In less
The engineer retarded the throttle and shoved the mixthan ten seconds the number two propeller was standing
ture up to a rich position preparing to shut the engine
at attention. The captain called in the emergency and in
down. The pilot called for an engineer's report.
short time received instructions to proceed to Midway.
“Number two backfired about 10 times but as soon as I
The navigator came up with the coordinates and a headpulled the throttle back and went to rich it quit. I'll ease ing to the new destination. There was little comment
the throttle back up and we'll see if it happens again.”
from anyone over the interphone. Everyone knew that
was his report.
they would probably be sitting waiting for a new engine
over the holidays. Soon the big plane was entering the
“OK, but keep a close eye on it. We don't want an enlanding pattern by the light of the winter sun now setting
gine fire out here in the middle of the ocean.” came from
across the warm Pacific. The landing was uneventful.
up front.

“OK, but how about making that 'very close',” came from
up front.
“ ‘Very close' it is Captain, if it happens again just say
“cage it”, don't wait for the engineer’s report.

The Navy had very accommodatingly lined up its fire and
emergency equipment because of the emergency status.
On the ground it was already dark even though it was
only a little after five in the evening. The fire chief came
over and inquired to see if we would need his services;
finding we wouldn’t, he departed. A “pie wagon,” which is
what they called the crew truck, was waiting to take the
crew to Operations and the A/C left with the copilot to
close out their flight plan. The navigator elected to walk
to where he had learned the O' Club was located and
would meet the pilots there later.

Joe the engineer did his post flight walk around and
found nothing notable except for the feathered prop on
number two engine. Tom Hadaka, the flying crew chief,
The engineer set up cruise power and then began a series who always traveled with his airplane, pushed an engine
of analyzer inspections on number two engine; that is, he stand up to the errant engine to see if any damage had
set the scope on a questionable cylinder, then manually
been done by the backfires and possibly find any external
leaned the engine while attenuating the pattern and
reason for the malfunction. You never could tell; it might
leaning and switching in and out of spark advance, a one be something as simple as a damaged plug lead.
second shot of ADI while looking for firing pattern
TO BE CONTINUED IN THE DECEMBER ISSUE….
“If it happens again just shut it down, you've got my OK,
Sergeant.” came from up front.
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The following is an article forwarded to the Tales from Walt Larimer who
received it from Charlie Spicka.

From AFA Daily Report, June 23, 2011
Setting the Bar: The successful KC-46A tanker contract is proof that the Air
Force has cleaned up its source-selection process, said Gen. Donald Hoffman,
commander of Air Force Materiel Command. “We’ve turned a corner with sourceselection,” said Hoffman Wednesday during and Air Force Association–
sponsored Air Force Breakfast Program presentation in Arlington, VA.
“The KC-46 itself really puts us on the path of controlling the costs, not only with
production and development, but through the lifecycle,” he added. Unlike other
major acquisition programs, the new tanker contract includes a fixed price for
development as well as some incentive fees to encourage contractors to continue reducing costs.
The government also intends to reduce pass-through payments to the prime contractor on items, such as engines and other major parts, by furnishing the parts
itself once the risks have been assessed, Hoffman said. “The amount of effort
we put into that fairly visible ’ and some would say highly charged’ sourceselection, but the process is the same.”
********************
Tanker Lineup: Le Bourget, France “Boeing was ‘getting calls within the minutes
of the announcement’ that it had won the KC-X contract about possible foreign
sales of the airplane,” said Chris Chadwick, Boeing Military Aircraft president.
Speaking with reporters here Tuesday at the Paris Air Show, Chadwick said there
is a “tremendous number” of potential foreign sales of the KC-46, though he declined to specify particular countries.
“With the Air Force’s plans to buy 179 aircraft,
the price of the KC-46 is likely to be very competitive” Chadwick suggested, “and additional foreign orders could ease unit costs
further.” “However, ‘we have to focus 200
percent’ on getting the aircraft developed and
built to Air Force requirements first,” he said.

The Author of this poem is
unknown and there is no title.
Pass on the Patriotism!
YOU can make a difference.
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